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INTRODUCTION

The meaning of the term "classification" has

provoked much discussion in recent literature. Some
1

authors state that pupils are classified when

they are placed in one of the grades for school
2

instruction, while other writers imply that

classification and ability grouping are synony-

mous terms and are used in describing the practice

of dividing the pupils of any one grade into

classes, or of grouping the pupils within a class

for teaching purposes. Obviously, the problem of

segregating the pupils into class groups of con-

venient siae is closely related to the question
3

of school progress. Some authors treat them

together.

In the following discussion "classification"

is defined as a device for providing instructional

l.A.O.Heclc, The Administration of Pupil Person-

nel . Ginn and Co., 1929, p. 434.

2. E. W.Tiegs ,Te sts and Measurements for geacher s

,

Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1931. p. 149.

S.W.C.Reavis, and Others, The Elementary
School, University of Chicago Press, 1931, Chapter
vii.
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opportunities for large numbers of pupils at the

same time.

Scientific classification of pupils is a devel-

opment of modern times; however, sorting of pupils

existed in early colonial times. The primary function

of classification in colonial times was the selection

of pupils for training in future careers, while the

chief purpose at the present time in grouping is

to improve the learning- situation.

In the present study little consideration has

been given to the historical aspects of the prob-

lem; the emphasis, on the contrary, has been placed

upon newer developments which have occured during

recent years.

The three main purposes of this study are as

follows : (l)to identify and study comprehensively

the prevailing practices of classification of

elementary school children; (2) to determine the

status of these current practices of classification;

and, (3) to propose some classification procedures.

It is with gratitude tliat the author acknowl-

edges indebtedness to Professor J. C. Peel, Dean of

the Graduate School, for suggesting the title of





this thesis, for his careful and sympathetic

guidance in the preparation, and for his kindly-

reviews and construotivB criticisms of the orig-

inal manuscript.





CHAPTER I

PRESENT STATUS OF ABILITY (210UPING

1
Turney defines "ability grouping" in

these terms :" The aim of ability grouping is

to bring together pupils who will be able to

work together under conditions permitting the

fullest possible development of the individu-

als involved ". As the name implies, ability

grouping may be thought of as an attempt to

place the duller children, or those who learn

more slowly, in one group and the brighter, or

faster -moving children , in a separate group.

Many schools classify the children of a given

grade into three different levels according to

their ability as determined by intelligence test

scores, teachers' judgments, subject matter

achievement scores, or some combination of these

three. This division into three groups is quite
2

commonly called X-Y-Z grouping • In this desig •

l.A.E.Turney, " The Status of Ability Grouping",
Educational Administration and Supervision , Vol.17,
January, 1951, pp. 21-23.

2. J.R.McGaughy, An Evaluation of the Elementary
School With a Forecast for the ^'utur e , The Bobbs-
Merrill Co. 1937, pp. 9-10.





nation the X group is the brightest group, the Y

group is the average group, and the Z group is

made up of the slowest-learning pupils. The grading

system itself , that is, the organization of the

elementary school into first, second, third, fourth

grade, at cetera, was an early attempt at a type

of homogeneous grouping. One reason for its adop-

tion was the belief that a teacher could be more

effective in her work if all the pupils were at

somewhat the same level of subject matter mastery.

It is the assumption that fourth grade children,

for instance , are at somewhat the same level of

attainment in the separate subject fields, no matter

how widely they may range in chronological age or

in intelligence.

In keeping with the present movement to pro-

duce rightly directed growth in each child, the

old inflexible system of classification , with its

single course of study for each grade, is now being

modified in various ways. Despite the financial X

economy, standardization of courses and methods,

mutual helpfulness of pupils, and other advantages

claimed for this conventional grouring, it has
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been found to present to individual development

serious obstacles that should he prevented or over-
3

come. Graves has very aptly made the following

statement regarding the classification of pupils:

In an endeavor to meet the needs of the
'average pupil', who is, of course, purely a
fiction, classroom teachers have in the past
failed to recognize the significance of in-
dividual differences, which are evident in
children of all ages. Instead of studying
individual puuils and adapting the grouping
and course of study to the need- of each, the
attempt has been made to accommodate their
different kinds of ability to the stereotyp-
ed organization by means of ' acceleration*

,

or granting double promotions to the brighter
child, and 'retardation' , or making the dull one
repeat the grade. In general, the schJ)ols
have operated upon the principle of ' survi-
val of the fittest ' At best, the
machinery of ability grouping can never be
fine enough to meet the particular needs of
each and every child Pupils may as a
whole be on the level of ability of their
groups in the attainment for all school sub-
jects and yet have various physical and men-
tal peculiarities to overcome or exceptional
qualities in other directions that place them
well above the others. Many pu: ils will, ob-
viously, require further obserx'ation and the
application of remedial measures Some
procedure is necessary to supplement ability
grouping.

4
Brooks holds that arguments usually made

for ability grouping are not altogether sound or

3. Prank P. Graves, The Administration of Amer ^

ioan Education With Especial Reference to Personnel
Factors . The Macmillan Co.. 1932. pp. 95-96.

4. W.G.Brooks, The Attendant Evils of Homoge -

neous Grouping , The Century Comiany, 1930, p. 505.
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are counterbalanced by a disresi ect for the

total personality of the child, but that the

solution is not to discard the testing program

but to secure a class organization " wherein the

child will come into his own as the center of

activity and effort in which many affronts to

his personality will be left behind".
5

Cornell finds that criticisms of ability

grouping are justified by the evidence that it

does not produce sufficient homogeneity to relieve

the teacher of the necessity of providing work for

the individual. She further holds that it is jus-

tified to the degree to which it is homogeneous

not in respect to school achievements only but

with respect to needs, such as social compatibility,

competition with peers and methods of learning, to

educational expectations, probable occupational

status, and certain social responsibilities.
6

Hughes , after presenting various plans for

5. Ethel L.Oornell, " The Effect of Trait
Differences in Ability GrTouping", T he University
of the State of New York , Bulletin No. 981,
Albany, N.Y. Oct. 1, 1931.

6. W.Hardin Hughes, "How Homogeneous is a
Homogeneous Group ?", Nation's Schools , Oct. 1930,
pp. 21-25.





combining group and individual procedures, con-

cludes " that there will remain innumerable

qualities of personality which must be taken

into account" and render the realization of

homogeneous gropping all but impossible.
7

The conclusion made by Zeliher , after

making a comorehensive study of this subject,

is that present standardization tests do not

measure the broad scope of intelligent behavior

or learning and that great reduction of x'aria-

tions by sorting individuals into groups that

are relatively stable is impossible, and( with

less certainty ), that discouragement and suppression

are not so likely to result in heterogeneous

grouping.
8

Symonds holds that " ability grouping does

not wholly care for individual differences and is

part of an educational philosophy that gives

supreme attention to the academic with consequent

neglect to other phases of the child's nature, this

7. Alice V. Keliher, A Oritical Study of
Homogeneous Grouping , TeacHers CollegeT Columbia
University)', New York, 1931, ( Contributions to Edu-
cation, N0.45E. )

S.Percival M. Symonds, "Homogeneous Grouping",
Teachers College Record , XZXII, pp. 501-517, March,
1931
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outcome is not necessary and the mental hygiene

effects of whatever grouping is put into effect

will depend u.on administrative policies and

control".
9

Dougherty and Others have listeo some of the

chatact eristic arguments against ability grouping

of children. They are as follows:

l.An adequate basis for grouping has
not been scientifically determined.

2.Ability grouping does not approach
real life situations in any respect.

S.Atbility grouping develops class dis-
tinctions ,a sense of inferiority in
the lower, group and a feeling of superiority
in the upper group; a stigma is attached to
the lower group.

4. Ability is specific, therefore it is
impossible to form groups that are homogeneous
in each of the various subjects, with a single
geber^l classification.

5. Grouping on the basis of special abil-
ity is not practical from an administrative
viewpoint.

6. The curriculum is not adjusted to the
different levels of ability represented by the
groups.

7. Ability grouping causes jealousy and
resentment on the part of pupils and parents.

9. James Henry Dougherty, Frank Herman Gorman,
and Claude Anderson Phillips, Elementary School Organ-
ization and Management . The Macmillan Co., 1935,
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8. Teachers are not trained to teach
effectively groups of the various levels
of achievements.

9.Ability grouping causes an undesir-
able competitive spirit between pupils, and
in some cases between teachers and patrons.

10
They have likewise listed many arguments

that have been advanced in favor of ability group-

ing. They are as follows:

1. Pupils are generally able to make
better educational progress in homogeneous
groups.

Z, There is some evidence that ability
grouping reduces failure and discouragement.

S.Ability grouping renders teaching easier,

4. Motivation is increased by ability
grouping.

5. Ability grouping makes a differentia-
tion of the curriculum easier.

6. Ability grouping provides more con-
genial groups, and a better spirit of co -

operation.
11

In 1926 Worlton gave an account of an ex-

tensive experiment with homogeneous grouping on the

basis of mental ability. There was a control group

to furnish comparable data. The results favored

homogeneous grouping. During the same yea^another

10.Dougherty and Others, Op. Git . , pp. 265-266.

11. J. T.Worlton, "Is Classification by Mental Ages
and Intelligence Worth While?", Journal of Education-
al Research. XIII, pp. 171-180. March, 1926.
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12
eminent psychologist, T.l.Torgerson wrote

in favor of homogeneous grouping. He said," Ob-

jective evidence indicates that proper place-

ment of children in groups within a gsade, on

the basis of mental ability, tends to reduce

failures, to overcome mal-adjustments, and to

raise the accomplishment quotient of all pupils".

It appears to be relatively safe, then, in

the light of the evidence at hand, to say that

a true evaluation of ability grouping must await

adequate experimental evidence. However, three

important devices for evaluating the classifi-

cation of pupils are the age-grade, grade-

progress, and age-grade-progress tables, sanqples

of which are shown on the following pages and an

explanation of which follows:

Age -Grade Table . The age-grade table reveals

the number of pupils in each school grade who are

of normal age, those who are under age, and those

who are over age for the grade. The age -grade

survey reveals age conditions by comparing the

age of a pupil with the grade in which he is

located, but does not in any way diagnose the

12. T.l.Torgerson, " The Why of Homogeneous
Classification", Elementary School Joxrrnal ,X3:VII,

pp. 265-274, Dec. ,1926.
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situation.

grade -Progress Ta"ble ,A grade -progress

table compares the grade in whloh a child is

located with the number of years he has been in

school. This device reveals the amount of time

a pupil takes to reach the grade in which he is

located. It, then, is diagnostic to the extent

that it emphasizes the need to investigate the

causes of slow progress.

Age -Grade-Progress. Table . The age-grade-

progress table , obviously, is a combination ol

the age-grade and the grade-progress investiga-

tion and reveals the amount of time a pupil

takes to reach the grade he is now in and the

number of pupils in each school grade who ^f^

of normal age, the number who are under age,

and the number of pupils who are overage for the

grade

.

13
Dougherty and Others aver that some of

the most common causes of slow progress are:

rigid standards, lack of ability, inadequate

curricula, poor instruction, home environment,

frequent cases of Illness, delinqeency, and

frequent transfers.

13. Dougherty and Others, Op. Pit ., p. 269.
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AGB-(SiADE TABLE

School
GBRO^IOIOGIGAI AGE-®ADE TAEIE

Grade Date
Age Grades and fre quency Total

1 2 3 4 5 6

5^
6

6^
7

7^
8
ai
9

9*
10
1C%
n
Tl*
12
12^ y

13
13^
14
14^
15

Above
Total
lo.U.A ft

%U.A.
No.N.A •

%N.A.
No.O.A

<^ O.A.
'

L-
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SRAD^-PROffiESS TABIE

SRADE-PROaiESS TABID
Scho

Yrs.in
School

ol

Grades

__Dat e

Total
I II 111 IV Y VI

i
1
li
2

2^
3
Zk
4
4i
5

5*
5

6t
7

7t
8

8^
9

Total
No.R.P.
No.N.P.
No.S.P.
% R.P.
% N.P.
%.3.P. »

Note: No.R. P. -Number Rapid Progress
No.N.P.-Ntunber Normal Progress
No.S.P. -Number Slow Progress
^ R.P. -Per cent Rapid Progress
^ N.P. -Per cent Normal Progress

% S.P. -Per cent Slow Progress
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AGE-ORADE-PROGRESS TABLE

School

AGE- (31ADE-PROGRESS TABiE

Grade Date

Ages ( i - lif
Years

2if
in a ehool

|4i i H ( 6-1 •3 7i
i T.

f^
5
Ai

7

7^
8

^i-
Q

^^
1^
iruL

11
11^
IP
19i

13
15^
14

15
and
over

Total -
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GHAJTER II

BASES POa GIASSIS'I CATION—CURRENT PROCEDURES

1
A survey conducted by Otto in 1929 reveal-

ed that current procedures used in classifying

pupils for instructional purposes fell into four

categories, as follows, as has been stated by
2

Dougherty and Others :

Policy No. 1. The pupils of any one
grade of the elementary school of a system
are not divided on the basis of intelligence
or any other measure into groups or sections
for instructional purposes. The pupils are
arbitrarily assigned to one or more class-
rooms to obtain classes of convenient size.

Policy No. 2. The pupils of any one
grade of the elementary school of a system
are divided on the basis of intelligence
into two distinct sections. The pupils in
each of the two groups are organized into
blasses for instructional purposes.

Policy No. 3. The pupils of any one grade
of the elementary school of a system are
divided on the basis of intelligence or
other measures into three '''d'istint^ sections.
The pupils in each of the three groups are
organized into classes for instructional
purposes.

1. H.J. Otto, "Current Practices in the Organ-
ization of Elementary Schools", Northwestern Uni-
versity Contribution to Education , Series No. 5,
pp. 32-23.

2. J.H.Dougherty and Others, 0£. Git. ,

pp. 257-268.
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Policy No. 4. Miscellaneous practices
which could not be classified among policies
1,2, or 3. Usually this practice refers to
the division of the pupils of a grade into
four, or five, or a number o^ groups.

Analysis revealed that Policy No. 2 was much

more commonly used than the other three; forty-four

per cent of the cities included in the investigation

employed this method of classification of pupils.

Objective measurements were used in sectioning pupils

in approximately tro-thirds of the schools.

An analysis of the literature concerning

current classification procedures indicate that a

large number of plans are in use. The various

measures reported were used in approximately

ninety different combinations. This fact would

lead one to believe that administrators are pur-

suing plans which have been recommended on the
3

basis of research.

Some of the most comcionly used bases for

classification are: (1) chronological age, (2)

mental age, (3) educational age, (4)social age,

(5) intelligence quotient, (6) physiological age,

(7) teacher's judgment, and, more recently, (8)

case study.

3. Dougherty and Others, Op. Pit . , p. 258.
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At this point these different types of

olassification will be discussed separately.

Chronological Age as a Basis for Classification *

This is probably the simplest method ImoTOi, however,
4

it tells but little. Dougherty and Others have

said, " A large majority of school systems use

chronological age as one of the factors in classi-

fication ; some use it as the only factor. State

attendance laws generally give the age for entering

school. If all pupils enter school at a given age

and make normal progress, age and grade classifica-

tion agree perfectly. This is a very common method

of using age as a criterion in classification".

The most common arguments against classifica-

tion on the basis of chronological age are as fol-

lows, according to Ryan and Crecelius : (l)The

most serious disadvantage of this plan for classi-

fication is the difficulty a teacher encounters in

providing instruction suitable to pupils who vary so

much in mental maturity even though they are of the

same chronological age," and," (2)There is abundance

evidence to indicate that the pupils in any unselecxedA

4. Dougherty and Others, Op. Cit.,p.258.

5.Heber Hinds Ryan and Philipine Crecelius,
Ability Grouping , Hare our t -Brace and Co. ,19E7,p.46.
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will not be able to progress in learning at approx-

imately the same rate of speed, due to other factors".

Mental Age as a Basis for Classification . " For
6

classification purposes", said Arthur S.Otis, "it is

highly desirable that pupils in one group shall have

reached as nearly as possible the same degree of men-

tal ability, that is , the same stage of mental devel-

opment as measured by mental age or score in a mental

ability test".
7

Dougherty and Others have the following to say

ooncerning classification of pupils when mental age

is used as a basis:

There is some scientific evidence that
mental age represents a better single basis
upon which to classify pupils It is thought
that pupils that register the same mental agea
should be able to learn material at approximate-
ly the same level of difficulty.

There are several difficulties in classi-
fying pupils according to mental age. First,
pupils do not enter school at the same mental
age. Second, they do not remain at the same
mental age even when they are classified on
that basis. ^ Third, classification on the basis
of mental age naturally brings together pupils
whose chronological ages and social ages may
differ widely. It may be necessary to re-
classify many times during a pupil's school
career, if mental age is the criterion upon
which classification is based.

6. Arthur S.Otis, How Should Pupils Be Glassified?

Bulletin No. 6, Dept . of Test Service of The World Book
Co., YonJcers-On-The-Hudson,N.Y.

V.Dougherty and Others. Op. Pit, p. 259.
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Educational Age as a Basis for Qlaaslfication .

8

Q%l^o indicates that educational age is the most re-

liable single measure upon which to classify purils
9

while Dougherty and O+'hers have the following to

say regarding the classification of pupils when edu-

cational age is used as a basis:

Educational age, or age as measured by
achievement tests, represents the most objective,
specific, and reliable single basis for classi-
fication of pupils Classifying pupils ac-
cording to academic achievement age allocates
those pupils with approximately the same levels
of achievement in one group, but it does not
insure that all members of the group will con-
tinue to remain comparable. Achievement ages do
not include information of the pupil's rate of
progress except in an indirect manner.
'

- .:^r.^:-^
-

10
Social Age a? a Basis for Glassification . Olitsj

has summarized his findings on the subject of social

age as a basis for classification of pupils in the

following words:

If the school is looked upon as a place
in which is provided a wholesome environment
in which children may develop normal health
and normal mental attitudes and ideals, social
age or social maturity becomes a factor in
classification which can hardly be ignored....
A child whose social maturity is much greater
than that of other pupils in his room is likely

8. Henry J. Otto.Elementary School Organization
and Administration . D.Apple ton - Century Co., 1924.

pp. 185-186.

9. Dougherty and Others, Op. Cit . , p. 269.

10 4^i^,^. Git ., p.

6
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to become self-conscious, develop undesirable
attitudes which affect conduct and application
to work.

Social age consists of a variety of complex
factors which are extremely difficult to deter-
mine objectively. To date the most easily obtain-
able indices of social maturity are chronological
age and mental age. The extent to which these
items are the most essential factors in social
age has not been fully determined.

We recognize that this is a field which has

afforded the tester little exercise.
11

Ryan and Crecelius have made the statement that

the social age of the child is indicated by the chro-

nological age of his companions, by the kinds of

amusements he seeks, by his bearing, by his interest

in the other sex, by his understanding of complex

social situations, and by his leadership. It seems

safe to say that the most fruitful and reliable

observations of children for this purpose are those

made outside the classroom.

On this subject of classification of pupils
12

using social age as a basis, Dougherty and Others

have made the following comments:

Social age is gaining recognition as an
important factor in the classification of pupils.
It merits consideration, for much of a pupil's
education takes place informally. A pupil's

11. Ryan and Crecelius, Op. Git. ,p.55.

12. Dougherty and Others, 0£. Pit . ,p.261
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social age is^determining factor in the atti-
tude he takes toward his teachers, his school
mates, his school activities, and school in
general. A wide range in social maturity of
pupils in a group is quite as nottceeable and
as difficult to handle as scholastic variability.
Problems in management concerning social matu-
rity very often become ouite pathological in c.l:

character.
13

Alaasfe - feels that social age is a very im-

portant factor in classification. He found that

choice of associates, which is a social activity,

has a close correlation to mental ability.

Social age, as has been previously intimated,

is difficult to measure objectively, therefore, it

has not been employed universally as a basis for

classification.

Intelligence Quotient as a Basis for Glassi-
14

fication. Otis has made the following statement

concerning classification on the basis of IQ i^Now

the measure of a pupil's brightness is his intelli-

gence quotient, and if we wish to divide the pupils

of a grade into bright, normal, and dull sections,

it is obvious that the intelligence quotient must

be used as a basis for this division".

13. J.CJ^a]Eaa.fflcvi,-The Influence of Intelli-
gence on the Selection of Associates", School
and Society .Vol. 16, Nov. ,1922, pp. 629-530."

14. Arthur S.Otis, 0£. Cit_. , p. 8.
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Ph^rsinln^JGal A^ as a Basis for Glassifi-

catlon . By physiological age is meant the state

of functional development ,*ad , it is believed

15
by some to he a factor in school success. C.

Ward Crampton has made a strong plea for the

consideration and thoughtful study of pubescence.

He finds post-pubescents stronger physically and

mentally than pre-pubescents, and he expresses

the opinion that pubescence should be made the

basis of distinction in matters of classifica-

tion. He, however, finds no direct relationship

between scholarship and height, weight, or

strength, but he finds all these characteris-

tics related to pubescence. He notes also a di-

rect relationship, between pubescence and rate

of growth. These conclusions seem noteworthy be-

cause of his one-time opportunity in the role of

physical director to study large numbers of New

york boys.
17

Foster has described an experiment in which

15. C.Ward Cramp ton','Anatomical and Physiologi-
cal vs. Chronological Age ", American Physiolog-
i cal Review , Vol.XIII,pp. 141- 144.

16. Ibid, pp. 214-227.

17.A.M.Foster, "American Child Health Associa-
tion" ,_^2ji£i£les_and^_?ractJ;^es^
N.Y. ,1931
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two hundred ninety-five boys were grouped accord-

ing to puberal maturity and height. It was found

that the failure among these grouped was from 7

to 11 per cent less than in a control section of

ungrouped boys. He has expressed the opinion that

this grouping created a more agreeable situation

among the boys. He also notes a close relation-

ship, bet ween size and pubes cense in that tall

children usually mature early. In the light of

this data, it seems highly probable that the chief

importance of functional development , from the

standpoint of school worlj:, is to be found in its

social implications.

Teacher's Judgment as a Basis for Glassifioati on

.

As regards classification on the basis of teacher's
18

judgment, Brooks has summarized his position in t

the following paragraph:

The most significant single source of in-
formation for predicting success. is the
judgment of the teachers iiff the elementary
school Whatever the combination of factors
used for distributing pupils to ability
groups, it should contain either a compos-
ite of the marks in the elementary school
or a rating of capacity by the teacher.

18. F.D.Brooks, The Psychology of Adoles-
cence , Houghton-Mifflin Co., 19^, p. £44.
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19
The following quotation from Kefauver in-

dicates that his position is very similar to

that of Brooks:

The best single "basis for predicting
scholarship is the teacher's estimates as
to industry, SBhool attainments, intelli-
gence, persistence, conscientiousness, et
cetera, and if nothing else indicates fu-
ture direction more than these factors .

Case Study as a Basis for Classification .

20
Ryan and Crecelius believe that many types

of data are needed for the formation of classes

among elementary school children, in as much

as various kinds of maturity have bearing upon

the pupil's ability to do the work that society

requires of him. Sex, height, weight, IQ, social

age, physiological age, educational age, general

condition of health, rank in class, mental age,

anatomical age, pedagogical age, home conditions,

et cetera, will be useful in making classifications

and will indicate his inclinations and interests

and should be considered in the placement of the

puToil.
21

Symonds also believes that persons do not

20.Ryan and Crecelius, 0^. Git ., p. 61.

21.Percival M. Symonds, Mental Hygiene of the
School Child , The Lfecmillan Co. ,1937, p. 135.

19.G.N.Kefauver,"The Validity of Bases for
Forming AbilitY.. Groups". Teachers College Record,
Nov. 1929, pp.li.l_^^2
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readily fall into classified types, but that the

combinations of the elements that make up personality

are indefinite in number. He thinks that if a class-

ification were to be attempted, a grouping of en-

vironmental differences might be most illuminating.

The case study approach can help very materially

toward the goal of the best opportunity for every
2£

child, because, as stated by Lelandr :

With such an approach the teacher gath-
ers very specific informationabout the pupil
who, in turn reaps the direct benefit of her
ideas. Teaching which knows which way it is
going and why is the most effective teaching.

Furthermore, that same teacher becomes,
through each case experience, more aware and
more concerned about eyery other case. She is
thus enabled to remedy another difficulty more
readily, and , also, she sees more readily
her opportunity to prevent difficulties in anoth-
er child.

It is a stimulating experience to feel
that the growth l^hich one sees taking place
in a child has come about because another
problem has been solved by one's own pains-
taking effort. Such experience means growth for
the teacher as well as the child.

Certain points emerge as a result of case studies.

In the first place, our problem of non-conforming be-

22.Bernice Leland, Staff Member of the Detroit
Public Schools , Psychiatric Bureau, "^a^p St nd^
Approach to Pi ffaculties in Reading" , Jhiidnood
SiueaixJu . /bl.XIII, No. 8, April, 1937.
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havior and of delinquency are more intimately re-

lated to inability to do school work than many of

us appear to recognize. This is a very practical

consideration. To be sure, it is often difficult

to know which comes first ; whether a child's

inability to do school work first gave impetus

to his delinquency or whether his non-conformity

first promoted his disability to do school work.

By the time the trouble is discovered, the two

are interwoven as a vicious circle , although it

appears that few teachers have fully sensed this

fact. Children perform as they do because they

must, as a matter of human nature and human psy-

chology, obtain certain satisfactions for them-

selves. Opportunities for these satisfactions do

not always present themselves adequately in school.

They, therefore, seek them in ways which are not

socially acceptable.

Below are presented some case studies as cited
23

by Misa leland:

Consider James who was ten and a half
years old, in the 2A grade, a failure in
every grade so far, and very unpopular with

23Bernice Leland , 0£. Git,, pp. 275-577,
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the principal and all the teachers. He did
very irritating little things --crowded
other children in the line, put his foot
out to trip the other fellow, slyly tapped
his desk with his pencil, and showed very
little disposition to do what was expected
of him. He could not read, but no one seemed
at first to relate this fact to his gener-
al behavior. However, he has been studied
and helped over a period of years. He now
reads acceptably on a level with his men-
tal age and the infantile behavior of those
early days has been left behind with the
directional confusion which was discovered
to be largely responsible for his difficulties
in reading.

James is today one of the most de -

rendable boys in the school--courteous,
thoughtful, serious. He said not long ago,
" I now understand myself better". Perhaps
the most important contribution the public
school can make to the life of any child is
to help him to understand himsel;p. But we
must first understand him ourselves.

Consider James again. The sources of
his disability were as follows: A mental age
under six years which upon entering the
first grade made it impossible for him ti
learn to read; He was placed in competition
with children of a^^erage and high intelli-
gence and was lost. He had suffered for years
from a diseased throat and running ears,
with frequent absences as a result and much
physical discomfort when he was present.
Furthermore, he was a mixed eye-and-hand
preference case, confused in direction, un-
certain which hand to use, and tending to
proceed from right to left. He was an adopt-
ed chil^of parents who had no intellectual
interests whatever. The mother was over-
protective; the father very harsh and unreason-
able, given to loud criticism of the school.
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the government, and to the world in gener-
al. This child experienced the emotional
distress of repeated failure in spite of
his best efforts.

His difficulties have now been quite
adequately met by the school.Each succeeding
teacher has done her part to learn about
him. Perhaps he will never be a fluent
reader , but he will read well enough to
manage his own humble affairs and he will
get on in the world because of the charm of
his personality and the serious consider-
ations which he gives to his difficulties.

Another case study is that of Melvin who is

just finishing the high second grade with a chro-

nological age of 9 years and 11 months and a men-

tal age of 10 years and 5 months. This case study
24

has been taken from The Classroom Teacher and

is as follows:

Melvin did not start to school/until
he was eight years old. Although he was
absent a part of his first year, he easily
accomplished the first grade eourse and
then spent an entire year in the second
grade. He is well, largw even for his age,
socially and physically a misfit with small-
er, younger pupils in his class. He reads
well and succeeds with any work of the
grade if he is interested.

He has been serving time and acquir-
ing habits of idleness most of the year. Had
he gone to another school at the middle of
the year and unwittingly entered the high-
third instead of the high-second grade,
he would doubtless now be entering the high-
fourth with good class standing. He should
have had a little personal attention from
the time he entered, should have moved
forward rapidly and might now be very happi-

24. Classroom Teacher , "Problems of Classifica-
tion", Vol. 2, p. 14, The Classroom Teache}^,Inc. ,

Chicago, 111.
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ly adjusted.

Every child, however slow or stupid he may

seem to be, has a right to kindly personal con-

sideration on the part of the teacher into whose

class he has been committed. Furthermore, every

adjustment and classification should be open to

change and consideration at any time. In fact,

it seems wise that a careful and systematic

check be made at freauent intervals for the pur-

pose of revealing cases of needed re-adjustment.

No child should be "pigeonhole 3" or sentenced to

this or that classification for his entire school

life; for he is constantly changing, open to new

influences of Environment which may help or hinder

in his school, progress. Therefore, the doors of

opportunity should be kept open to every child

for the best development of which he is capable.

This is the meaning of the case study ap-

proach to classification of pupils.
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GEAPTSt III

PROPOSED CIA3SIPI CATION PROCEDURES

1 following
Otto has advanced the claBsification pro-

cedures:

The problem of how to classify children
has led to a multiplicity of techniques. In
fact, such diversity of practice is character-
istic of current methods that it might be
said that there if»eiio generally accepted
techniques and no standard procedures for
the classification of pupils.

In view of the unsettled and relatively
chaotic ststus of pupil classification, a
number of educators have suggested techniques
which they believe are practicable but which
have definite limitations when one endeavors to
apply them in the typical school situation.
Perhaps principals will continue to find that
the conditions under which most local schools
operate are not such that the most scientific
and progressive classification procedures can
be applied in an ideal manner. Regardless of
what proposed technique has been accepted as
a part of the educational policy of the school,
many principals will look upon the adopted
plan as a goal toward which to work and will
find it necessary at intervals to make such
adaptations as the conditions in a particular
school demand.

Whichever one of the numerous schemes for
classifying pupils is selected, those respon-
sible for the administration of the educational
program should scrutinize carefully the classi-
fication plan to test its practicability and the
extent to which it is in harmony with the gener-
al educational philosophyand policy which gov-

l.H.J.Otto, P£. Git . , p. 215.
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ern the work of the school. After all, the
way children are organized into teaching
jgroups has important hearings upon effect-
iveness with which the educational program
can be executed.

E
Dougherty and Others siate that the major

concern of every method wherehy pupils are assign-

ed to classes is to select the pupils that max*.

imum growth will accrue to all members of the

group.

From the data that have been reviewed, the

assumption is that it is practically impossible

to obtain class groups that are homogeneous

from the viewpoint of teaching and learning.

Also, that mass methods of instruction for all

types of school work are rapidly being replaced

by types of teaching which utilize extensively

diagnostic tests for ascertaining pupil abil-

ities and weaknesses and which provide materials

and methods properly adapted to pupil needs. For

certain types of activities it appears to be per-

fectly legitimate to permit each pupil to work

and progress at his own rate while other types

2. Dougherty and Others, 0£. Pit . , p. 261.
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of activities may "be more fruitful in social-

izing values if pupils participate co-operative-

ly and, for this phase of the program, it might

be desirable t^have groups which manifest social

homogeneity rather than academic or mental homo-

geneity. In this event, factors of social matu-

rity would become important for classification.
3

MoGrStgliy phophesies that the organization

of the elementary schools of the future will

provide for children of widely differing ages

working together at certain times in solving

certain common problems. Said he, "This type of

classification is known as the'family group* and

it recognizes the educational advantages of having

the older children accept certain responsibilities

for those who are younger and it is also cogni-

zant of the fact that young children are aften taught

and guided best by children who are only a few

years older." Into this 'family group' would, of

course, come the teacher, not as a task-master but

as a guide and counselor.
4

Otto assumes that the children within each

class room will be divided or sectioned into two

3.Mcfaughy, 0£. Git . ,p.l56

p.
4. H.J. Otto, 0£. £i_t, 230
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or three or more groups for instruct ion in eaoh

of the subjects or activities of the curriculum

and also that the classroom organization will be

very flexible so that any pupil may be readily

shifted from one group to another, according to

his abilities and needs in the various subjects

taught.
5

Otto has gone a step further and said:

If desired , ability grouping, especial-
ly for academic subjects, may find a place
in this proposed classification plan but,
whatever the nature of ths work, materials
and methods will be adapted to the varying
abilities of the pupils. This implies en-
richment of the curriculum for the abler
students and adjustments for those less
able. Competent teachers, skilled in the use
of educational and psychological measure-
ments, will employ these instruments as aids
in the direction of their work and thus
carry on teaching of a high order in an en-
deavor to obtain maximum pupil growth
toward all the aims of elementary education.

6
The ideal plan, as spoken of by Betts, is to

group in terms of specific needs, interests, and

requirements. He thinks that the plan can be ini-

tiated by classifying the children for a particu-

lar subject into three groups: (1) those at grade

level, (2)those below grade level, and (3) those

5. Otto. Op. Cit .. 216.

6. Emmett Albert Betts,The Prevention and
Correction of Reading Difficulties , Row-Peterson
and Co. ,1937, pp. 41-44.
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above standard. Then as the teacher develops

in her ability to administer J-he program and

as the children grow in their ability to work

in small groups, the class can be further sub-

divided. Within reasonable limits, then, the

individual neBds will be cared for to the de-

gree that the number of subdivisions in the

class is increased. Individual instruction is

is many respects the ideal, but grouping with-

in the classroom is a compromise with the actu-

ality of mass education.
7

Said Betts, " Grouping within the classroom

makes possible differentiated Assignments in

terms of individual needs and interests. In a

class of thirty pupils, there may be need for

as many as from five to ten groups. This fits

in well with either the activity plan or formal

instruction".

The social value of grouping within the

classroom has been described by Pennell and
8

Cusaok in the following words:

The use of small groups within the

7,E.A.Betts, Op. Pit . , p. 45.

8. Mary E.Pennell and Alice M.Cusack,The
Teaching ol Reading , Houghton-Mifflin Co.,
1935, pp. 100-101.
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classroom furnishes one of the best opportunities
for the development of social habits. Here
the individual must ad;)ust himself to the best
interests of the group. Self-control must be
exercised. Oo-operation in a common under-
taking is seen to be highly desirable. The
leader of each group must be considerate of
the different members, allowing individual
initiative to take place, provided it furth-
ers the undertaking of the group.

Every child should have tiie experience
of being a wise leader and an intelligent
follower.

9

McGaughy believes that eventually elementary

schools will not even be classified into grades,

then, of course, there will be no division of pupils

within the grades into homogeneous or ability groups.

He gives two reasons which seem to justify this fore-

cast. They are as follows:

The first and most important is the viola-
tion of sound principles of educational philos-
phy which this administrative practice necessi-
tates. The stigmatizing and labeling of hu-
man beings as bright or dull or average can
have no place in a school organization in which
the personality of the pupil is genuinely re-
spected.

The second reason for making this fore-
castis based on the known facts concerning
human beings. Each person, whether child or
adult, has highly specialized abilities and un-
developed personality traits which vary wide-
ly. The same person may be a genius in mathe-
matics and a near- moron in music and social

9. McGaughy, 0£. Pit . , p. 165.
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science In other words, no human
being is homogeneous within himself. The
abilities, interests, and personality-
characteristics of each of us tend to
vary all the way from near zero to near
perfection. Since this is a fact concerning
each individual, it is totally impossible
to have a truly homogeneous group of as
many as two individuals. To assume that
thirty or forty ten-year olds in an ele-
mentary school can be so selected that they
are in any sense r homogeneous is to disregard
undisputed facts concerning human nature.





CHA.P7ER IV

SUMI-IATION AND CONCLUSION

In summation, the following points seem to

be fairly well defined:

l.The term 'classification', as used in the

present thesis, is defined as device for provid-

ing instructional opportunities for large numhers

of pupils at the same time.

2. The aim of ability grouping is to bring

together pupils who will be able to work together

under conditions permitting the fullest possible

development of the ivdividuals involved.

3. It is generally believed that ability

grouping does not produce sufficient homogeneity

to relieve the teacher of the necessity of pro-

viding work for the individual.

4. The mental hygiene effects of whatever

grouping is put into effect will depend upon

administrative policies and control.

5. Important devices for evaluating the c

classification of pupils are the age-grade

table, the grade -progress table, and the age-

grade- progress table.
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6* An analysis of the literature concerning

current classification procedures indicate that

a large number of plans are in use.

7. Some of the most commonly used "bases for

classification are: (1() chronological age, (2)

mental age, (3) educational age, (4) social age,

(5) intelligence quotient, (6) physiological age,

(7) teacher's Judgment, (8) the case study ap-

proach.

8. The consensus of opinion seems to he that

every classification, regardless of the basis

upon which it has taken place, should be open

to change and consideration at any time.

9. The major concern of every method whereby

pupils are assigned to classes is to select the

pupils that maximum growth will accrue to all

members of the group.

10. for certain types of activities it appears

to be perfectly legitimate to permit each pupil

to work and progress at his own rate while other

types of activities may be more fruitful in so-

cializing values if pupils participate co-opera-

tively.

ll.It is to be assumed that grouping within
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the classroom for instructional purposes. This

may be done on the basis of homogeneity in the

different school subjectsor it may be a hetero-

geneous group small enough to provide for indi-

vidual differences.

IE. GrouptAg within the classroom makes pos-

sible differentiated assignments in terms of indi-

vidual needs and interests and it also has val-

uable socializing values.

13.Each person, whether child or adult , has

highly specialized abilities and undeveloped per-

sonality traits which vary widely and make homo-

geneous grouping practically impossible.
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